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Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg
(Old Minto Road)
New Delhi -110002

Kind Attn.: Mr. S.K. Gupta
Secretary (IIC)

Subject: Comments of Tata Teleservices Limited and Tata Teleservices
(Maharashtra) Limited on "The Draft The Reporting System on
Accounting Separation Regulations, 2016"

Dear Sir,

With reference to the Draft Notification no. 16-02/201S-r&EA dated 22.02.2016 issued by the
Authority on the above mentioned subject given below are the comments of Tata Teleservices
Limited and Tata Teleservices (Maharashtra) Limited:

1. With reference point 7.8 to Guidelines on Draft Accounting, The Accounting Separation
Reports need to be adopted by Board of Directors of the company. The same is not
recommended, as ASR reporting is being done based on audited Financial Statement of
account, which is duly adopted by Board of Directors.

2. Wholesale (Interconnection) termination revenue is sought at various components lik-e (i)
Termination Voice call (ii) Termination SMS/ MMS (iii) Port charges including Co-Location
(iv) Transit Carriage Charges (v) Access Charges (Calling Cards) (vi) In-Roaming (vii)
Other interconnect charges. Bifurcation of wholesale revenue into so much components

__ are not possible, hence we recommend to be clubbed as one under head 'Wholesale
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>~ ss on sale of Fixed Assets (Net) is part of the cost but guidelines does not specify
regarding Gain on sale of Fixed Assets (net), which should be ideally pari of Other Income
to be in line with Financial statement.

4. Under Proforma C and E, Network elements like MSC/GMSC/MSC-Serve;LYiItuaI MSC._--_ ..- .-::;,. ..::.:--~..;..-.- .-- ~
required to be shown separately but in practical scenario separalion'oLQPex, .apex
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cost between these elements are not possible, hence it is suggested to be clubbed one
head. Similarly SGSN and GGSN should be clubbed as one.

5. With respect to Proforma F, it is mentioned that Schedule III of draft regulation 2016 has
been revised to incorporate changes made in Companies Act, 2013 but it only mention
Current Assets and Current Liabilities. Proforma does not have separate line item for Non
Current Asset and Liabilities. This needs clarification from the Authority.

6. Related party details in Proforma H for each service and every license area/circle, still
continues to be a complex requirement There has to be simple and relevant reporting
under proforma H. Information like at maximum rate per unit charged and at lowest rate
per unit charged is sought Collection of such information at this level is not feasible. It is
therefore, recommended to keep it at gross revenue level instead of such bifurcation.

Under Chapter 3 - Reporting Requirement (Prof H) of Draft Guidelines for "The Reporting
System on Draft Accounting Separation Regulation, 2016", it is mentioned as gross
revenue information on products where service provider as wel! as service recipient both is
TSP, which needs more clarification.

7. Data requirement under Non financial information (Prof J) has been increased over
previous one. Internet subscribers at Access Service (Wireless, WLL and Wireline) have
been sought , which is difficult to identify out of the total subscribers. This requirement
should be done away with.

8. Replacement Cost accounting for Fixed Assets, that is currently required every alternate
year along with Historical cost accounting, does not have much relevance in the scenario
when most of the retail tariffs are under forbearance. Regulation of IUC termination
charges also does not have any relevance to Fixed Asset cost whether on replacement
cost basis or Historical cost basis.

The above is for your information and kind consideration please.
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Addl; Vjde President - Corporate Regulatory Affairs
Tata Teleservices Limited
And
Authorized Signatory
For Tata Teleservices (Maharashtra) Limited


